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Abstract

The intrusion of deformable compound anchors in dry sand is simulated by

coupling the Finite Element Method (FEM) with Smoothed Particle Hydrody-

namics (SPH). This novel approach can calculate granular flows at lower com-

putational cost than SPH alone. The SPH and FEM domains interact through

reaction forces calculated from balance equations and are assigned the same

soil constitutive model (Drucker-Prager) and the same constitutive parameters

(measured or calibrated). Experimental force-displacement curves are repro-

duced for penetration depths of 8 mm or more (respectively, 20 mm or more)

for spike-shaped (respectively, fan-shaped) anchors with 1 to 6 blades. As the

number of blades increases, simulations reveal that the granular flow under the

anchor deviates from the vertical and that the horizontal granular flow transi-

tions from orthoradial to radial. We interpret the strain field distribution as

the result of soil arching, i.e., the transfer of stress from a yielding mass of soil

onto adjoining stationary soil masses. Arching is fully active when the radial

distance between blade end points is less than a critical length. In that case, the

normal stress that acts on the compound anchor at a given depth reaches the

normal stress that acts on a disk-shaped anchor of same radius. A single-blade

anchor produces soil deformation and failure similar to Prandtl’s foundation
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sliding model. Multiblade anchors produce a complex failure mechanism that

combines sliding and arching.

Keywords: compound anchors, cohesionless granular medium, intrusion,

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics, Finite Element Method, arching effects

1. Introduction1

Intrusion, extrusion and drag of complex shaped objects have raised increas-2

ing attention among various scientific communities involved with the deployment3

of robots and structures for exploratory missions in submerged sediments (e.g.,4

(Winter et al., 2014; Isava et al., 2016)) or extra-terrestrial regoliths (e.g., (Na-5

gaoka et al., 2010; Kitamoto et al., 2012)). It is key to understand the funda-6

mental mechanisms of anchoring, drag and lift in order to optimize burrowing7

and locomotion (Russell, 2011; Hosoi and Goldman, 2015; Naclerio et al., 2021;8

Martinez et al., 2021). Here, we investigate the potential cooperation mecha-9

nisms between the blades of compound anchors and we compare the performance10

of several designs for possible use in self-propelled devices. Propulsion forward11

generates shear forces backward and potential slip backward, which is to be12

avoided or minimized (Ma et al., 2020; Tao et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2022). We13

thus focus our study on the anchoring capacity of intruders of complex shapes14

for small penetration (slip) distances. We compare two compound shapes made15

of one to six fan-like components or one to six spike-like (sharp) components.16

Little is known on the mechanisms that underpin the anchoring resistance of17

such compound shaped anchors because most studies focus on single-blade an-18

chors or parallel single-blade anchors.19

Plate anchors are typically used to resist pullout forces acting on structures20

such as retaining walls, or to provide propelling forces to underground machinery21

(Tian et al., 2014; Z. Zhou and Stanier, 2020). Single-component plate anchors22

were studied extensively both experimentally in (Das, 1980; Rowe and Davis,23

1982; Murray and Geddes, 1987) and numerically in (Merifield et al., 2001; Song24

et al., 2008; Kumar and Kouzer, 2008), but mostly for rectangular and circu-25
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lar shapes. A Finite Element (FE) analysis showed that the upward (counter26

gravity) movement of anchor plates leads to the formation of a quasi-rigid soil27

wedge, which moves upwards at the same velocity as that of the anchor plate28

(rigid body motion) (Kouzer and Kumar, 2009a). The movement of soil along29

sliding planes is indicative of soil yield. The transfer of stress from a yielding30

mass of soil onto adjoining stationary soil masses is known as “arching”. Arching31

effects translate into a change of stress orientation in the soil. The locus of iso-32

values of principal stresses is typically arch-shaped, hence the name. Hanna et33

al. (1972) and Geddes and Murray (1996) investigated arching effects between34

anchors through reduced-scale tests with groups of circular plates and square-35

shaped plate anchors, respectively. The effect of plate spacing on the vertical36

uplift anchoring capacity (i.e., pullout resistance) in cohesionless soil was theo-37

retically examined through an upper bound limit analysis by Kouzer and Kumar38

(2009b), who showed that the force necessary to pull out a strip anchor (i.e., a39

rectangular plate, the length of which is at least 10 times its width) decreases40

when the distance to neighboring strip anchors decreases, and is lower than the41

vertical uplift resistance of an isolated strip anchor of the same dimensions and42

embedment ratio. In contrast to the pullout tests, vertical penetration tests43

conducted with horizontal rods by Pravin et al. showed that the total work per44

area over the depth of intrusion is maximum when the two rods are separated by45

a certain distance of the order of three particle diameters (Pravin et al., 2021).46

The effects of arching on reaction forces that develop during the intrusion of47

parallel disk anchors were investigated in (Cruz and Caballero-Robledo, 2016;48

Agarwal et al., 2021), but to the authors’ knowledge, arching effects between ra-49

dial blades separated by an angular distance have never been investigated from50

the standpoint of anchoring capacity and granular flow. This is the objective of51

this paper, which focuses on a novel numerical approach to simulate intrusion52

in granular media.53

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is routinely used to analyze and design54

plate soil anchoring systems (Naderi-Boldaji et al., 2012; Sano et al., 2013; Seo55

and Pelecanos, 2018; Jonak et al., 2020). Of note, the FEM allowed calculation56
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of plate anchor capacity during pullout tests conducted with different loading57

directions, in both 2D and 3D (Merifield et al., 2005; Merifield and Sloan, 2006;58

Khatri and Kumar, 2009; Wang et al., 2010; Bhattacharya and Kumar, 2014;59

Feng et al., 2019a). However, excessive element distortion limits the efficiency60

and accuracy of FEM simulations. To overcome this issue, an Arbitrary La-61

grangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation is often employed to let integration points62

move independently from the mesh frame. Mesh distortion problems can be al-63

leviated by moving nodes, remeshing, and mapping the field variables from one64

mesh to the next. However, the applicability of the FEM is still limited for65

intrusion problems, because penetration of a granular medium (like soil) by a66

solid (like a cone) requires inserting a surface separation path within the soil67

body or defining symmetric boundary conditions (Huang et al., 2004; Liyanap-68

athirana, 2009; Wang et al., 2015; Shen et al., 2018; Hakeem and Aubeny, 2019).69

It remains challenging to precisely capture the interaction mechanisms between70

an intruder and a granular material with the FEM.71

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) offers an alternative to model the72

interactions between solids and particles. In the DEM, the granular medium73

is represented by particulate elements. The DEM consists in calculating the74

displacement and velocity fields of the particles as a result of their mutual force75

balances. Each particle is subjected to gravitational acceleration as well as76

elastic contact forces and dissipative normal and frictional forces from adjacent77

interacting particles. Many authors used the DEM to analyze cone penetration78

(e.g., (Calvetti and Nova, 2005; Butlanska et al., 2014; Gens et al., 2018; Khos-79

ravi et al., 2019)) and anchor pull-out (e.g., (Evans and Zhang, 2019; Liang80

et al., 2021)) but the DEM is computationally intensive. In many engineering81

scenarios, representing each soil grain by a particulate element is not feasible,82

and that is why a scaling factor is often used to allow simulation of large vol-83

umes of soil with a smaller number of large particulate elements (Gens et al.,84

2018; Evans and Zhang, 2019). The main inconvenience is that scaled DEM85

models must be re-calibrated each time the size of the particles is changed. In86

other words, such DEM models are scenario-specific. In addition, in most DEM87
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packages, it is not straightforward to use non-ellipsoidal particle shapes and to88

customize the interaction laws (de Bono and McDowell, 2022).89

There has been a growing interest in modeling the local interaction between90

anchors and soil with mesh-free techniques combined with a continuum mechan-91

ics approach, such as the Material Point Method (MPM) (Liang et al., 2021)92

and the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method (Woo et al., 2015;93

Wu et al., 2019; Lu and Sonoda, 2021). Other MPM applications include the94

simulation of avalanches (Vriend et al., 2013), the modeling of cone penetration95

in soils (Ceccato et al., 2017) and the design of locomotion systems in granu-96

lar media (Ortiz et al., 2019). SPH was used for solving solid-soil interaction97

problems beyond anchoring (Kulak and Bojanowski, 2011; Kulak and Schwer,98

2012). Key to the MPM and SPH is the use of a continuum mechanics - based99

constitutive model for the granular medium, as opposed to interaction laws at100

particle contacts. The field variables (e.g., stress, strain, density) are calculated101

at material points that typically represent a Representative Elementary Volume102

(REV) of particles. Coupled governing equations can conveniently be solved103

to address complex engineering problems. For example, Bisht et al. used the104

MPM to simulate intrusion in saturated clays (Bisht et al., 2021). Despite its105

success in investigating local mechanisms of anchoring, the MPM has its limi-106

tations. First, the field variables are defined on a background grid that plays a107

role similar to the mesh in the FEM. In most MPM packages, the background108

grid is not updated once the simulation starts. Usually, it is necessary to model109

the whole soil domain with MPM particles of uniform size (Coetzee et al., 2005;110

Beuth, 2012; Martinelli and Galavi, 2021; Liang et al., 2021). It is also neces-111

sary to model a sufficiently large domain to avoid boundary effects and to use112

small particles to properly represent the interactions between the soil and the113

anchors. Modeling the whole soil domain with uniformly small particle elements114

yields high computational costs, and that is why many MPM studies treat 3D115

problems by solving pseudo-2D problems (e.g., plane stress or axis-symmetric116

conditions).117

SPH, just like the MPM, is well-suited for large deformation problems of118
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fluid-like materials. In SPH, the field variables at the material point are found119

by a kernel approximation method, which consists in calculating the weighted120

sum of the field variables of the neighboring particles over a certain range. SPH121

is attractive to model challenging geomechanical problems because of its truly122

mesh-free nature (Pastor et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015; Nonoyama et al., 2015;123

Braun et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2020). Analyzing anchoring mechanisms with the124

SPH method presents two major advantages. First, the SPH method does not125

rely on a background grid, which makes it possible to simulate the soil far from126

the penetration zone with more efficient methods such as the FEM. Second,127

SPH methods have been implemented in the packages of popular commercial128

software such as ABAQUS and LS-DYNA, which offer powerful pre-processing129

and file exchange tools. This is a significant gain compared to the options130

available with the MPM to date, because pre- and post-processing of anchors131

of complex shapes is not trivial.132

Based on these premises, we propose a novel approach to couple the SPH133

method with the FEM to simulate the penetration of compound anchors in dry134

sand. Results are benchmarked against measures taken during intrusion tests135

performed in the laboratory. Section 2 summarizes the experimental materials136

and methods. Section 3 presents the numerical approach adopted in this study137

to couple SPH and the FEM. The numerical model developed to simulate the138

intrusion experiments is described in detail in Section 4. The numerical and139

experimental force-displacement curves are compared in Section 5, in which the140

proposed SPH+FEM is further verified against analytical solutions of anchor141

bearing capacity. The dependence of the anchoring resistance to depth and the142

three-dimensional arching effects are analyzed in Section 6, and conclusions are143

drawn in Section 7.144
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2. Experimental intrusion tests145

2.1. Materials employed146

We used dry slightly polydisperse silica sand (300-850 micron) as our test147

substrate for the anchor penetration tests. We designed two sets of anchors, the148

fan-shaped and sharp anchors, with the same 4 cm radius. Each set of anchors149

included different numbers of protruding features (either fans or blades), from150

one to six. These features were distributed equally in angle space. The anchor151

shapes were waterjet cut from a 410 AMS 5504 stainless steel sheet that was152

2.29 mm thick (see Figure 2). Each anchor was mounted to a 30 cm long, 1.27153

cm thick steel rod, which was then attached to an ATI Mini40 six-axis force154

transducer. This transducer was attached to a DENSO VS087 robot arm which155

actuated the penetration and pullout motions.156

2.2. Experimental set-up157

Figures 1 and 2 show the experimental set-up. The anchors were mounted158

on the robot arm that drove the anchors vertically to intrude the bed of sand159

at a constant speed, while the reaction force was measured by the ATI Mini40160

transducer with an SI-80-4 calibration setting. To ensure sensor functionality161

and calibration, we placed plates of known weights at 2.27 kg and 4.54 kg as162

compressing loads on the sensor plate while mounted to the robot arm. The163

dimensions of the bed were 300 mm (L) × 200 mm (W) × 200 mm (H), with164

a maximum anchor intruding depth of 80 mm (test results beyond that depth165

were discarded because of potential boundary effects). Before each intrusion166

test, the bed was fluidized to reset the granular substrate to a loosely packed167

state. Fluidization was carried out by Toro leaf blowers pumping air into an168

acrylic expansion chamber which then diffused air through a plastic pourous169

membrane. The airflow rate was manually selected to flow near the onset of170

bubbling fluidization across the surface of the entire bed. Fluidization proceeded171

for 15 seconds between each test. The penetration speed was set to 20 mm/s.172

Bending moments and reaction forces were recorded along the three principal173
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directions. For each anchor shape, the intrusion test was repeated three times.174

For intrusion depths greater than 5 mm, the variability of the intrusion force was175

± 5% in comparison to the intrusion force averaged among the three replicates176

(“mean intrusion force”), which was judged acceptable. The numerical model177

presented in the following was calibrated against the mean intrusion force for178

each anchor type.179

Figure 1: Experimental set-up: robot arm and fluidized sand bed.

3. The hybrid FEM+SPH method180

3.1. Basic Principles of the SPH Method181

The SPH method is a particle-based technique in which the positions of

material points are tracked directly to allow calculation of large displacements.

SPH was first developed by Gingold (1977) to simulate hydrodynamic flows.
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Figure 2: The compound anchors used in the project. (a) Robot arm penetrating the fluidized

silica bed with the three-blade sharp anchor. (b) Fan-shaped anchors, (c) Sharp anchors. All

anchors were 4 cm in radius.

Later, SPH was applied for solving fluid mechanics and solid mechanics problems

(Monaghan, 1992; Libersky et al., 1997; Gray et al., 2001). The theoretical

framework of the SPH method is well documented in (Gingold and Monaghan,

1977; Monaghan, 1992; Fuller, 2010; Bui and Nguyen, 2021). In short, the

simulation domain is discretized with a finite number of particle elements that

are assigned field variables such as mass and velocity. The SPH algorithm

solves the strong form of the the Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) that

govern the problem by means of a kernel approximation method that can be

mathematically expressed as (Monaghan, 2005a,b, 2012):

f(xi) =

N∑
j=1

mj

ρi
W (xi − xj , h) (1)

where the subscript i refers to the particle where the field variables are calculated182

and the subscripts j denote the particles around particle i within a distance of183

influence h (rate of influence intensity falling-off), as illustrated in Figure 3. f(xi)184

is the approximation of the sought field variable at particle i and W (xi − xj , h)185

is a weight function, which depends on the inter-particle distances (xi − xj)186

and the distance of influence h (typically, W is an exponential decay function187

that vanishes at h). mj and ρj are respectively the mass and mass density of a188

particle j within the kernel area. The idea behind Eq. 1 is that in a continuum189
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field represented by a set of material points, the field variable at material point i190

can be approximated by sampling from its neighboring material points j within191

a zone of influence of radius h (Figure 3). The weight function W (xi − xj , h)192

is chosen such that the particles close to the centre of the sampling kernel193

participate more in the approximation, while the particles located far from the194

kernel centre have less impact on the approximation. The particles outside of195

the sampling area have no contribution to the approximation.196

Figure 3: The smooth kernel used in SPH to approximate the value at the ith particle by

sampling a collection of N neighboring material points (noted j = 1...N) within a distance of

influence h.

3.2. Coupling between SPH and FEM197

Despite its broad applications, SPH is limited by its relatively high compu-198

tational cost, which is significantly larger than that of grid-based simulations.199

Typically, in a small strain problem at constant density, the domain represented200

by one element in the FEM is discretized into a large number of particle elements201

in SPH, yielding a larger number of Degrees of Freedom (DOF). Additionally,202

the kernel approximation requires identifying the closest neighbors (that lie203

within the smooth kernel) for each particle at the beginning of each time incre-204

ment. In the SPH method, three searching algorithms are usually implemented205

to find neighboring particles: all-pair search, tree search, and linked-list search.206

The computational complexity of all-pair search algorithm is O(N2), and that207

of the tree search and linked-list search algorithms is of order of O(NlogN)208

(Domı́nguez et al., 2011).209
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The accuracy and numerical stability of the SPH model is directly influ-210

enced by the kernel approximation process, which governs the calculation of the211

density of the granular medium. The mass of each SPH particle is constant212

through the calculation, so the density is derived from the number of SPH par-213

ticles in a given volume. Anchor intrusion and pull-out lead to highly localized214

soil deformation and density changes, so fine SPH particles are needed near215

the penetration zone to capture the density change due to anchor intrusion.216

To ensure that the simulations results are reliable, it is necessary to reduce217

computational costs by other means than SPH particle enlargement alone.218

We thus propose to use fine SPH particles close to the anchors, and to dis-219

cretize the soil with the FEM in the far field, defined as the part of the soil220

domain that is subjected to small deformation (typically, the term small defor-221

mation is used for elastic deformation of the order of 10−5 or less, and plastic222

small deformation of the order of 10−3 or less). To solve the system of discretized223

equations, we use LS-DYNA. In our hybrid SPH+FEM model, we replace 84%224

of the SPH particle elements by finite elements (Figure 4). In addition to sav-225

ing substantial amounts of computational time, the use of the FEM close to226

the outer boundaries of the domain makes it easier to apply boundary condi-227

tions, which is arguably an important challenge in SPH models (Vacondio et al.,228

2020). Although the prescribed boundary conditions can be directly applied to229

the SPH particles at boundaries, the kernel approximation functions for the230

nodes near the boundaries of the simulation domain are truncated, which may231

lead to inaccurate calculations. The solver must be adapted with ad hoc nu-232

merical treatments to avoid this issue (Bui et al., 2008a; Zhao et al., 2019). By233

contrast, the boundary conditions can be directly applied to FEM nodes at the234

boundaries of the simulation domain. Thus, our hybrid SPH+FEM simulation235

approach addresses issues of computational cost and boundary conditions that236

would be encountered with SPH alone.237

Coupling of the SPH and FEM parts of the simulation domain consists of238

ensuring the continuity of both the displacement and velocity fields as well as239

the balance of forces at the SPH/FEM interface.240
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Figure 4: Concept of the SPH+FEM hybrid model and the interaction between the SPH

and FEM parts of the simulation domain (side view). The dots indicate the position of SPH

particle centroids. The SPH particles (of radius r) can penetrate the finite elements and the

interpenetration distance is used to calculate the reaction forces at the anchor/soil interface

and at the FEM/SPH soil interface, except for the SPH particles adjacent to the soil FEM

domain, which are tied at their centroid to the nodes of the finite elements at the FEM/SPH

soil interface.

Continuity of displacement and velocity fields. The displacement241

or velocity of an SPH particle centroid, represented by f(xi) in Eq. 1, can242

be exported to nodes of the finite element domain. To build a model where243

SPH particle centroids are assigned the coordinates of finite element nodes, we244

initially meshed the entire soil domain with 8-node cubic finite elements and245

created a partition: a subdomain close to the anchors (to be replaced by SPH246

particles) and a subdomain close to the boundaries (to be left as is). Using247

MATLAB, the coordinates of the finite element nodes at the interface were248

assigned to SPH particle centroids. The duplicated nodes at the SPH soil - FEM249

soil interface were then merged, and the nodes of the finite elements within the250

high deformation zone (close to the anchor) were replaced with SPH particle251

elements. The two soil subdomains were thus modeled as a single unit of soil252

and the displacement and velocity fields were transferred through the SPH soil253

- FEM soil interface.254

Balance of forces. To model the surface interaction between the FEM soil

domain and the SPH particles that are not tied to the FEM/SPH soil interface,

we used the penalty contact algorithm available in the LS-DYNA solver. As
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shown in Figure 4, the basic idea of this approach is that the SPH particles can

partially penetrate the surface of finite elements. At the beginning of each time

step, if penetration is detected, the normal (FN ) and tangential (FT ) contact

forces between the SPH particle and the finite element surface are calculated

as:

F⃗N = −klsn⃗, FT = µ|FN | (2)

where k is the contact stiffness (which is an input parameter); s is the area of the255

face of the finite element; l is the penetration depth; n⃗ indicates the direction256

normal to the contact surface; µ is the friction coefficient.257

4. SPH+FEM model of compound anchor intrusion258

4.1. Geometry, interfaces and boundary conditions259

The simulations were run on a super computer platform with 4 CPUs × 64260

Cores. The system cut-off time of each simulation was 48 hours. The setup of261

the numerical model, illustrated in Figure 5, replicated the experimental con-262

ditions described in Section 2. The hybrid SPH/FEM approach described in263

Section 3 was used to model the soil. Anchors were modeled with the FEM,264

using the same shapes and dimensions as in the experiments. Taking advan-265

tage of the symmetry of the intrusion problems at stake, we only modeled half266

of the soil container. The dimensions of the half soil domain in the numerical267

model were 320 mm (L) × 160 mm (W) × 140 mm (H), in which the SPH half-268

domain had dimensions 160 mm (L) × 80 mm (W) × 90 mm (H). The lateral269

dimensions (L and W respectively) of the numerical soil domain (320 mm and270

320 mm respectively) were larger than in the experiments (300 mm and 200271

mm respectively): this was to avoid boundary effects such as extra confinement272

caused by lateral constraints. The height (H) of the simulation domain (140273

mm) was smaller than in the experiments (200 mm). This choice was a compro-274

mise between accuracy and computational cost, since a strict 48 hour cut-off was275

applied on the super computers used in this study. We calibrated the domain276
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size through several simulation campaigns in which we checked the boundary ef-277

fects. The simulation domain size and the SPH subdomain dimensions adopted278

here avoided severe oscillations of the reaction curve in the early stages of the279

intrusion tests, suppressed SPH particle ejection, ensured smooth stress and280

displacement gradients at the FEM/SPH soil interface and yielded negligible281

deformation at the outer boundaries for the penetration depths under study (0282

- 20 mm). On the plane of symmetry, the displacement in the y-direction and283

the shear stresses were set to 0. On the other lateral boundaries, the horizontal284

displacements and the vertical shear stress were fixed to 0. The displacements285

were fixed in all directions at the bottom boundary. The top boundary was free286

of stress. In each simulation, the anchor was pushed into the soil at a constant287

speed of 20 mm/s as in the experiments. The timestep lengths were automat-288

ically calculated by the solver. The vertical displacement of the anchor was289

controlled by the nodes attached to the loading axis, to mimic the connection290

between the loading rod and the anchor blades in the laboratory setup. Such a291

control of the imposed displacements allows simulation of blade bending if this292

were relevant (here, the blades are so stiff compared to the intruded granular293

medium that the deformation of the blades is negligible in our simulations).294

The soil domain was evenly meshed with 8-node cubic solid finite elements295

and SPH particle elements. We calibrated the size of the SPH particles iter-296

atively. For a particle radius of 5 mm, it was impossible to capture granular297

flow between the anchor blades, the width of which was in the same order of298

magnitude as the SPH particle size close to the loading axis (around 10 mm).299

The reaction curves obtained for smaller particle sizes were similar when the300

particles had a radius r of 3 mm or less. The smaller the SPH particles, the301

smoother the reaction curve, but no major difference in trend or order of magni-302

tude was noted between the results obtained with r = 1 mm, r = 2 mm and r =303

3 mm. It was also noted by other authors that increasing the SPH domain reso-304

lution beyond a certain point only helps smoothening the results, with marginal305

accuracy improvements Korzani et al. (2017); Sasson et al. (2016). Simulations306

with r = 1mm allowed achieving a penetration depth of 10 mm or less before307
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Figure 5: The SPH/FEM hybrid model strategy. Dimensions of the half simulation domain:

320 mm (L) × 160 mm (W) × 140 mm (H). Size of the SPH zone in that domain: 160 mm

(L) × 80 mm (W) × 90 mm (H).

the cut off time of 48 hours, which was not suitable for our study. Thus, we308

used r = 2mm. In total, 152,766 SPH particles and 6,528 FEM elements were309

used to discretize the soil domain. In each simulation, the anchor was meshed310

with 8-node finite elements, using a seed density of 1 mm.311

In agreement with the experiments, the anchor finite elements were assigned312

a purely linear elastic constitutive model with material properties typical of313

stainless steel: mass density ρ = 7500 kg/m3, elastic modulus E = 200 GPa,314

Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.26. The contact between the anchor (FEM) and the soil315

(SPH) was governed by Eq. 2 and the friction coefficient of the soil-anchor316

interface was set to 0.25 as in the DEM intrusion simulation conducted by Feng317

et al. (2019b), who used similar materials in their study. The SPH particles318

adjacent to the FEM soil domain were tied at their centroid to the finite element319

nodes at the FEM/SPH soil interface (see Subsection 3.2). The other SPH320

particles (inside the SPH domain) interacted with each other and with the FEM321

soil domain through the contact law given in Eq. 2, with a friction coefficient322
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µ = tanϕ, where ϕ is the internal friction angle of the sand.323

4.2. Soil constitutive model324

We assigned the Soil and Crushable Foam (SCF) model available in LS-325

DYNA to the soil for both the FEM and SPH domains. The constitutive pa-326

rameters of the SCF model can be chosen to match those of the Drucker Prager327

(DP) model. This is convenient, because the DP model was successfully used328

to simulate the interaction between intruders and dry granular media in many329

studies (e.g., (Agarwal et al., 2019)), and because the parameters of the DP330

model can be related to soil properties that can be measured in the laboratory331

(such as the friction angle and the cohesion coefficient). In this section, we ex-332

plain how we calculated the parameters of the SCF model based on laboratory333

measurements.334

We note p the mean stress: p = (σ1+σ2+σ3)/3 where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the

principal stress values. We note s the deviatoric stress, defined as s = σ − pδ,

where σ is Cauchy stress tensor and δ is the second-order identity tensor. The

yield criterion of the SCF model is described in terms of the mean stress and

the second invariant of the deviatoric stress J2 = 1
2 s : s, as follows:

J2 = a0 + a1p+ a2p
2 (3)

where a0, a1, a2 are constitutive parameters. The first invariant of the stress

tensor, I1, is defined as I1 = σ1 + σ2 + σ3 = 3 p. Introducing I1 in Eq. 3, one

gets:

J2 = a2
I1

2

9
+ a1

I1
3

+ a0 (4)

The DP yield criterion is expressed as:

√
J2 = αI1 − k (5)

where α and k are constitutive parameters. Taking the square of both sides of

Eq. 5:

J2 = α2I21 − 2kαI1 + k2 (6)
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We find the parameters of the SCF model by subtracting Eq. 6 from Eq. 4 and335

by noticing that each coefficient multiplying a stress term must be zero. We336

obtain: a2 = 9α2, a1 = −6kα and a0 = k2.337

We use the DP yield surface that circumscribes the Mohr-Coulomb (MC)338

yield surface of the soil, because that way, the two surfaces match at the com-339

pression corners (instead of the extension corners if the DP yield surface is340

inscribed in the MC yield surface). This choice was judged appropriate to sim-341

ulate soil in compression during the anchor intrusion. The parameters of the342

circumscribed DP yield surface are (Alejano and Bobet, 2012):343

α =
2 sinϕ√

3(3− sinϕ)
(7)

k =
6 c cosϕ√
3(3− sinϕ)

(8)

where c is the cohesion and ϕ is the friction angle. The dry silica sand used in344

the experiments has no cohesion, i.e. c = 0, which implies that k = 0, and so,345

a0 = a1 = 0. In the absence of specific data on the internal friction angle of the346

substrate used in the intrusion tests, we assumed that the friction angle of the347

sand tested in the laboratory was equal to the angle of repose, which was found348

to be 35◦. This gives α ≈ 0.2730 and so a2 ≈ 0.671.349

The density of the substrate was set to 1,650 kg/m3, which corresponds to350

the value of the substrate density measured experimentally. The values of the351

bulk modulus K and the shear modulus G of the silica sand were used as fitting352

parameters. We initially set K and G to values reported in (Kulak and Schwer,353

2012) for other granular materials. We further calibrated K and G by trial and354

error, to match the force-displacement curves obtained experimentally for the355

3-fan and 4-fan anchors (see Section 5). The calibrated values are K = 4 MPa356

and G = 13.6 kPa.357
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5. Validation of the numerical model358

5.1. Comparison to experiments359

The values of the bulk and shear moduli of the sand were first calibrated to360

ensure that the proposed SPH+FEMmodel could predict the force-displacement361

curves obtained experimentally for 3-fan and 4-fan anchors. The other cases (1-362

6 sharp anchor blades, 1-fan, 2-fan, 5-fan and 6-fan anchors) were then run363

to validate the model predictions against the experimental force-displacement364

curves. In the simulations, the initial position of the anchor was 2 mm above the365

soil surface. We plotted the force-displacement curves for displacements greater366

than 2 mm, i.e., for the part of the simulation when the anchor was in contact367

with the soil. Figure 6 shows that the vertical intrusion reaction force calculated368

numerically matches that obtained experimentally for both the 3-fan and 4-fan369

anchors, until the intrusion depth reaches about 30 mm. At larger depths, we370

observed that non-negligible shear stress was generated in the soil, close to the371

SPH/FEM interface, despite the continuity of the displacement field at that372

interface. The mobilization of the SPH domain eventually caused distortion of373

FEM soil domain. We expect that deeper intrusion could be simulated with374

more accuracy if the FEM soil domain below the anchor was replaced by SPH375

particles, but this solution would significantly increase the computational cost.376

Figure 6: Vertical intrusion reaction force curves for the 3-fan (in red) and 4-fan anchors (in

blue). The numerical predictions match the experimental measures up to a depth of 30 mm.
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We now validate the model (calibrated for the 3-fan and 4-fan anchor sys-377

tems) for the other compound anchors at similar intrusion depths. For fan-378

shaped anchors, the excessive distortion of the FEM mesh below the anchor379

system led to discrepancies between the experimental and numerical curves380

that started occurring at depths around 30 mm. Since the main objective of381

this study is to predict anchoring resistance of compound blades, we focus our382

study on small anchor displacements, which can be viewed as small slip displace-383

ments (backward) if the compound anchor was mounted on a self-propelled robot384

(moving forward). In the following results, we restrict our analyses to intrusion385

depths of 0 - 20 mm. The model presented in Figure 5 allowed simulation of in-386

trusion up to depths of 20 mm - 40 mm for fan-shaped anchor systems and 8 mm387

- 15 mm for sharp anchors within the 48-hour cut-off time. These are larger dis-388

placements than expected at maximum bearing capacity for a tree-root-shaped389

anchor system (Mallett, 2019) which, with dimensions of same order of mag-390

nitude as the compound blade systems tested here, achieves maximum bearing391

capacity for pullout displacements of 2.5 mm (0.1 in) and loses more than half392

of the maximum bearing capacity when the displacement reaches 5.0 mm (0.2393

in).394

Figure 7 shows the intrusion depth / reaction force curves obtained experi-395

mentally and numerically. We focus on the performance of the numerical model396

to match the experimental curves for intrusions up to 20 mm depth. The nu-397

merical curves follow the linear experimental curves in trend and average for398

fan-shaped and sharp anchor systems with up to four blades, as well as for399

the 5-fan anchor. However, the simulated responses of the 6-fan, 6-sharp and400

5-sharp anchor systems exhibit oscillations. The non-linearity observed in the401

6-fan model is due to jamming followed by abrupt penetration at the begin-402

ning of the intrusion, which can be explained by the relatively large size of403

the SPH particles in comparison to the radial distance available for particulate404

flow between the blades (see Section 6). Interestingly, the numerical force-405

displacement curve for the 6-fan anchor matches the experimental one when the406

intrusion depth exceeds 7 mm. For the sharp anchors, the jumps observed in407
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the force/displacement curves obtained numerically correspond to abrupt dis-408

placements of the spikes cutting through the SPH particles and producing free409

boundaries in the SPH domain above and below the anchor blades. The average410

width of the sharp blades is of the same order of magnitude as the SPH parti-411

cle size, so the formation of free boundaries under the sharp blades creates an412

intermittent reaction force, which translates into oscillations in the force-depth413

curves. These oscillations are only seen for 5 and 6 blades, which we attribute414

to jamming induced by the confinement produced by adjacent blades. The me-415

chanical processes of granular flow and soil deformation are explained in detail416

in Section 6.417

Overall, the FEM+SPH model captures the linear evolution of the reaction418

force with the intrusion depth for compound anchors with four blades or less.419

For anchors with 5 and 6 blades, the model predicts the experimental intrusion420

force-displacement curve on average. Using smaller SPH particles should reduce421

the oscillations that occur because of intermittent reactions under the blades,422

and should increase the accuracy of the model. However, the computational423

cost is prohibitive. Based on these benchmark results, we now focus on the424

mechanical processes that explain the differences in the reaction/depth curves425

of the 12 anchor designs under study.426

5.2. Analytical verification for a single-fan anchor427

The velocity field in the soil domain at several stages of the intrusion by428

a 1-fan anchor is shown in Figure 8. Once the anchor reaches a depth of 2429

mm, a constant soil volume moves as a pseudo-rigid body under the anchor.430

The frictional resistance along the surface of this soil volume increases with431

the stress normal to the volume surface, and the normal stress itself increases432

linearly with depth. This explains why for depths of 20 mm or less, the intrusion433

resistance increases linearly, in agreement with the experimental observations.434

To check our interpretation of the linear response of the 1-fan intruder, we435

analyze the problem with a theoretical model of soil passive resistance. We436

use Terzaghi’s formula (Terzaghi, 1943), which is an extension of the model437
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Figure 7: Comparison of the force/intrusion curves obtained numerically with those obtained

experimentally: (a) fan-shaped anchors; (b) spike-shaped (sharp) anchors. Dash lines are

experimental results, solid lines are simulation results.
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Figure 8: The field of the norm of the soil velocity around a 1-fan anchor (cross-sectional view

at mid-length of the blade) at several intrusion depths (SPH+FEM calculations). A constant

soil volume moves as a rigid body under the anchor.

of shallow failure mechanism proposed by Prandtl for calculating the bearing438

capacity of a strip foundation. The analogy between the soil failure mechanisms439

under a single-fan anchor and under a strip foundation is illustrated in Figure440

9.441

Terzaghi’s shallow foundation bearing capacity for a strip footing is written

as:

qult = cNc + γ′DNq + 0.5γ′BNγ′ (9)

where c is the effective cohesion strength (c = 0 for the silica sand used in442

this study), γ′ is the effective weight per unit volume of the soil (here, γ′ =443

16.5 kN/m3), B is the width of the strip (here, width of the 1-fan anchor at444

about half of the length: B = 15 mm) and D is the depth of the bottom445

face of the foundation. Here, the foundation length is the same as that of the446

1-fan anchor (L = 40 mm). The term cNc represents the bearing capacity447

due to the shear stress that develops along the sliding planes on the sides of448

the soil wedge below the foundation (represented in blue in Figure 9). The449

term γ′DNq represents the bearing capacity due to the weight of the upper450

layers of the sliding zones (represented in green in Figure 9), which prevents the451
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Figure 9: The velocity field calculated in the SPH domain for a 1-fan anchor at an intrusion

depth of 2 mm in comparison with the shallow foundation failure mechanism proposed by

Prandtl.

soil zones from sliding outward and thus impedes foundation settlement. The452

term 0.5γ′BNγ′ represents the passive resistance of the soil wedge under the453

foundation (illustrated in blue in Figure 9).454

Here, we calculate the bearing capacity of the strip foundation at several455

depths, and we compare it to the intrusion resistance of the 1-fan anchor at the456

same depths. The tree factors Nc, Nq, and Nγ′ are related to the shear strength457

properties of the soil, the depth of the footing, and the overburden vertical stress458

respectively, as follows (Das and Larbi-Cherif, 1983; Coduto et al., 2001; Tezcan459

et al., 2006):460

Nc =
Nq − 1

tanϕ
for ϕ > 0 (10)

Nq =
e2π(0.75−ϕ/360)tanϕ

2 cos2(45 + ϕ/2)
(11)

Nγ′ =
2(Nq + 1) tanϕ

1 + 0.4 sin 4ϕ
(12)

where ϕ = 35◦ is the internal friction angle of the silica sand under study, which461

gives Nq = 41.5 and Nγ′ = 47.3 (Nc is not needed since c = 0 in this study).462

Using Eq. 9-12, we find that the bearing capacity of a strip footing that has463

similar dimensions as those of the 1-fan anchor is a linear function of depth, as464
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shown in Figure 10. Note that in Terzaghi’s formula, the reaction force is not465

zero at the free surface (where D = 0) because of the passive resistance of the466

soil (term 0.5γ′BNγ′). At a given depth, the difference between the intrusion467

reaction of the 1-fan anchor and the maximum force that a strip footing can468

bear can be attributed to the difference in shape (fan vs. strip). Soil failure469

observed under a 1-fan anchor can thus be qualitatively explained by the same470

failure mechanism as that of a strip foundation. In Section 6, we analyze the471

mechanisms that explain granular flow, soil deformation and soil failure during472

the intrusion of compound anchors with fan-shaped and spike-shaped blades.473

Figure 10: Comparison of the reaction curve obtained experimentally for a one-fan anchor

experiment to the reaction curve obtained with Terzaghi’s formula for a strip foundation of

length 40 mm and width 15 mm.

6. Micromechanical analyses474

6.1. Effect of angular spacing on the anchoring force: anchor cooperation475

Two plate anchors set parallel to each other “cooperate” to generate more476

intrusion resistance than expected by summing the intrusion resistance forces477

of the two individual anchors if the spacing between the two lies within a range478

that depends on the grain size (Cruz and Caballero-Robledo, 2016; Pravin et al.,479
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2021; Agarwal et al., 2021). We hypothesize that the “cooperation” observed in480

the simulations is due to arching, i.e., the process by which stress is transferred481

from a yielding mass of soil onto adjoining stationary soil masses. Here, we aim482

to understand the response of anchor blades that are separated by angular dis-483

tances and investigate the conditions in which arching effects might contribute484

to the intrusion resistance.485

Figure 11.a shows that the intrusion resistance increases with the number of486

fan-shaped blades for depths of 0 - 20 mm in the experiments. This is expected,487

since the surface area of the compound anchor increases with the number of488

blades. Interestingly, the force increases more slowly, and linearly, for 4 blades489

and more. Figure 11b shows how the average normal stress that acts on the490

compound anchor (defined as the intrusion resistance divided by the surface491

area of the blades) varies with the number of fan-shaped blades. The shape of492

the compound anchor does not influence the magnitude of the normal stress at493

an intrusion depth of 5 mm. For depths greater than 5 mm, the normal stress494

on the anchor increases with the number of blades up to 4 blades. Increasing the495

number of blades above 4 does not increase the normal stress on the compound496

anchor in spite of the increase of reaction force, which means that the intrusion497

resistance is not only generated by the reaction at the soil/blade interfaces, but498

also, by the soil in between. This observation suggests that arching occurs in the499

soil surrounding compound anchor systems with 4, 5 and 6 fan-shaped blades,500

and implies that if the blades are regularly spaced, decreasing the number of501

blades from 6 to 5 or 4 does not increase the risk of blade rupture.502

For the sake of comparison, we simulated an intrusion test at 20 mm/s with503

a disk-shaped anchor of same radius as that of the compound anchors (40 mm),504

with the same model parameters as those described for the simulations of the505

experiments in Section 4. We found that at a depth of 20 mm, the total reaction506

force on the disk was 130 N. The corresponding normal stress on the disk was507

25.8 kPa, which is the same normal stress ±3% as the average normal stress508

exerted on the fan-shaped anchors with 4, 5 and 6 blades (see Figure 11b).509

This observation indicates that the normal stress on the anchor “saturates”510
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at 4 blades: the average normal stress reaches the average normal stress that511

would be exerted on a disk that forms the convex hull of the anchor for four512

blades, and does not exceed that value when the number of blades is increased.513

Visualizations of granular flow around the fan-shaped and disk-shaped anchors514

(presented in Subsection 6.2) confirm this hypothesis of “anchor cooperation by515

normal stress saturation”.516

Figure 11: Anchoring force and averaged normal stress on the bottom face of fan-shaped

anchor systems at depths of 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, and 20 mm (experimental results).

Figure 12.a shows that intrusion resistance increases non-linearly with the517

number of sharp blades for depths of 0 - 20 mm in the experiments. The average518

normal stress increases with the number of sharp blades as more blades impose519

more confinement to the soil. Figure 12b shows that the average normal stress520

that acts on the compound sharp anchor does not saturate at 4 or 5 sharp521

blades. The normal stress on the 6-sharp anchor is close to the normal stress522

that acts upon the disk-shaped anchor of same convex hull (25.8 kPa), which523

suggests that saturation might be reached at 6 sharp blades. This hypothesis is524

corroborated by the granular flow visualizations in Subsection 6.2.525

6.2. Granular flow and arching effects526

We expected that important changes in granular flow direction would oc-527

cur when the anchor blades transition from an independent to a cooperative528

response. For fan-shaped compound anchors, this transition occurs between 3529
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Figure 12: Anchoring force and averaged normal stress on the bottom face of sharp-shaped

anchor systems at depths of 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, and 20 mm (experimental results).

and 4 blades. Figure 13 shows the velocity profiles of SPH particles during the530

intrusion of 1-fan, 3-fan, 4-fan anchors, which exhibit an independent, transi-531

tioning and cooperative response, respectively. The granular flow around the532

disk-shaped anchor is also shown for reference. For a single-blade anchor, the533

soil mass that moves with the anchor as a pseudo-rigid body is shaped like a534

wedge, the downward granular flow below the anchor is quasi vertical (the de-535

viation angle Θ is around 5◦), and the upward granular flow around the anchor536

is also close to the vertical, which means that the 1-fan anchor tends to “cut537

through” the soil, in a similar way as a strip foundation would. For the 4-fan538

and disk anchors, the mass of soil that moves with the anchor as a pseudo-rigid539

body is shaped like a cone (with non convex boundaries between the blades),540

the downward granular flow below the anchor is inclined at 40◦, and the up-541

ward granular flow around the anchor departs from the vertical, especially at542

the periphery of the convex hull of the compound anchor, where the soil follows543

a radially outward trajectory. The response of a 3-fan anchor in intermediate544

between these two cases, with a downward vertical flow oriented at an angle of545

15◦ under the blades.546

Figure 14 is a snapshot of particle flow velocity profiles under the bottom547

face of 1-fan, 3-fan and 4-fan anchors at an intrusion an depth of 10 mm. Soil548
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Figure 13: Velocity field in the soil intruded by 1-fan, 3-fan, 4-fan and disk anchors. The

plots were extracted from simulation results for an intrusion depth of 10 mm. The plots are

vertical cross-sectional views of the numerical model. The position of the cross-cutting plane

where the velocity field is plotted is marked by a red dashed line in the sketches. The blue

arrows indicate the direction of the granular flow, which is oriented at an angle Θ from the

vertical. (a) Orthoradial cut. (b) Radial cut.
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flows in a direction orthogonal to the 1-fan blade, whereas granular flow is549

directed radially outward around the 4-fan anchor, because the orthoradial flow550

is impeded by the adjacent blades, which apply an extra confinement to the551

soil under the anchor. Granular flow under the convex hull of a 4-fan anchor552

is similar to that under a disk-shaped anchor. Granular flow around a 3-fan553

anchor presents features of both the 1-fan and 4-fan anchors, which confirms554

that the response of the 3-fan compound anchor is a transition from a strip-like555

to a disk-like response.556

Figure 14: The horizontal velocity field of SPH particles under the bottom face of 1-fan, 3-fan,

4-fan and disk anchors at an intrusion depth of 10 mm (simulation results).

Figure 15 shows the velocity profiles between two blades of the 3-fan and557

4-fan compound anchors in a vertical planes orthogonal to the radial direction.558

For the 4-fan anchor, a volume of soil moves as a pseudo-rigid block not only559

under the blades, but also in between, which corroborates the hypothesis of560

arching effects, whereby the locus of the maximum compression principal stress561

is an arch formed by adjacent elements that engage the soil underneath with562

compression stress and deformation. By contrast, the soil between the blades of563

the 3-fan anchor undergoes small velocities, which means that the mass of soil564

displaced is mostly under the blades as opposed to under the whole convex hull565

of the compound anchor. In other words, arching effects are likely insignificant566
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between the blades of the 3-fan anchor at the location of the cut. The compar-567

ison of the 3-fan and 4-fan anchor systems thus explains the transition in the568

curves of anchor intrusion resistance and normal stress in Figure 11.569

Figure 15: The granular flow profile between adjacent blades for 3-fan and 4-fan compound

anchor systems at an intrusion depth of 10 mm (simulation results).

Figures 16 and 17 show the velocity profiles of SPH particles during the570

intrusion of 1-sharp, 3-sharp and 6-sharp anchors. The velocity field around571

the 1-sharp anchor is similar to that around the 1-fan anchor: the soil moves572

as a pseudo-rigid wedge under the blade with little deviation from the vertical,573

and the soil around the blade moves upward following a quasi-perfect vertical574

trajectory, indicating that the sharp blade is “cutting through” the soil mass.575

A radially outward granular flow is observed under each blade of the 6-sharp576

anchor, which can be explained by the extra confinement provided by the ad-577

jacent blades, which limits the orthoradial flow. The volume of soil displaced578

by each blade of the 6-sharp compound anchor is larger than that displaced579

by a single sharp anchor, which explains the increase of the normal stress on580

the anchor with the number of blades in Figure 12.b. The quasi-absence of581

orthoradial flow around the 6-sharp compound anchor suggests that arching582

mechanisms are fully active and that the normal stress on the 6-sharp anchors583

reached saturation. The response of a 3-sharp anchor exhibits features of the584

two end cases (1-sharp, 6-sharp), where the orthoradial flow pattern deviates585

from that around the single sharp blade because of the confinement created by586
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the adjacent blades.587

Figure 16: Velocity field in the soil intruded by 1-sharp, 3-sharp and 6-sharp anchors. The

plots were extracted from simulation results for an intrusion depth of 10 mm. The plots

are vertical cross-sectional views of the numerical model. The position of the cross-cutting

plane where the velocity field is plotted is marked by a red dashed line in the sketches. (a)

Orthoradial cut. (b) Radial cut.
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Figure 17: The horizontal velocity field of SPH particles under the bottom face of 1-sharp,

3-sharp and 6-sharp anchors at an intrusion depth of 10 mm (simulation results).

6.3. Soil volumetric deformation and failure mechanisms588

Figures 18 and 19 respectively show the distributions of compressive volu-589

metric strain and shear strain rates at intrusion depths of 2 mm, 5 mm and 10590

mm. The plots are vertical orthoradial cross-sectional views of the numerical591

models of 1-fan, 4-fan, 1-sharp and 4-sharp anchor models. The 4-fan anchor592

model is observed under one blade, while the 4-sharp model is observed between593

two blades.594

Directly under the 1-fan blade, a volume of compressed soil with a bulb-595

shaped profile forms (Figure 18 first row). The size of that bulb increases with596

the intrusion depth but the maximum value reached by the compressive volu-597

metric strain in that volume (5% in this case) is the same for all three intrusion598

depths. The soil around the compressed zone is pushed away and diverted to-599

wards the free surface, which results in the formation of triangular profile zones600

that slide on each side of the 1-fan anchor. Similar phenomena are observed un-601

der the 1-sharp anchor (Figure 18 third row), but the bulb-shaped compressed602

zone under the blade is narrower and the magnitude of the compressive strain603

in the triangular sliding zones is smaller. The zone of compressed soil under a604

blade of the 4-fan anchor (Figure 18 second row) is similar to, but larger than605

that under the blade of the 1-fan anchor. Additionally, the maximum compres-606

sive volumetric strain is lower under one of the blades of the 4-fan anchor than607

under a single fan-shaped anchor. These observations demonstrate the effect of608

the extra confinement from the adjacent blades and illustrate probable arching609

mechanisms, which tend to distribute soil deformation when anchor blades “co-610
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operate,” i.e., interact. Since a larger mass of soil is mobilized under a 4-fan611

anchor than under a single fan-shaped anchor, the normal stress on the 4-fan612

anchor is larger than that on the 1-fan anchor (Figure 11). The side view of613

the 4-sharp anchor shows that the compressive strain is close to zero except in614

a localized zone shaped like an arch as a consequence of stress redistribution,615

which confirms the occurrence of arching. An arch of compressed soil between616

the blades forms at low penetration depth (2 mm) and pushes the soil below it617

when the anchor is at larger penetration depths (5 mm and 10 mm). The trian-618

gular sliding zones are not visible between two sharp blades in Figure 18. This619

is because arching and subsequent changes in penetration resistance can only620

occur when the distance between two blades is within a range that depends on621

the grain size, as previously noted in (Cruz and Caballero-Robledo, 2016; Pravin622

et al., 2021; Agarwal et al., 2021). The distance between end points of two ad-623

jacent blades has visibly exceeded that threshold in the 4-sharp anchor system.624

Overall, the multi-blade anchors distribute compressive volumetric strains, mo-625

bilize a larger volume of soil than their blades acting independently, and are626

thus subjected to a larger normal stress. Our interpretation is that arching627

develops between blades close to the anchor centroid and not close to the end628

points of the blades for 4-sharp anchors. We propose that arching is fully active629

when the end points of the blades of the compound anchor are separated by a630

distance that is below a critical length that depends on the grain size, in which631

case, the compound anchor is “saturated” and the normal stress on the anchors632

at a given depth ceases to increase with the number of blades. This saturation633

occurs between 3 and 4 blades for the fan-shaped anchors and at 6 blades for634

the spike-shaped anchors (note that rigorously speaking, another test with at635

least 7 sharp blades is needed to confirm saturation at 6 sharp blades).636

Figure 19 shows that the bulb-shaped zone of compressed soil below the 1-fan637

anchor is not fully rigid. It is composed of a small rigid triangular wedge (that638

undergoes a constant shear strain) and a sheared zone beyond that wedge. The639

wedge acts as an intruding front. The localized shear strains in line with the640

edges of the 1-fan anchor suggests that the soil that is in the compressed zone641
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Figure 18: Compressive strain fields in the SPH soil domain at an intrusion depth of 2 mm,

5 mm and 10 mm for 1-fan, 4-fan, 1-sharp and 4-sharp anchor models. The plots are vertical

cross-sectional views of the numerical model. The position of the cross-cutting plane where

the velocity field is plotted is marked by a red dashed line in the sketches.
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beyond the wedge is sliding and continuously being replaced. The triangular642

sliding zones on the sides of the 1-fan model are visible in Figure 19 (first row).643

Our hypothesis is that the shearing rate increases along the slipping planes up644

to shear failure, at which point, the triangular zones slide on the slipping planes645

as pseudo-rigid bodies. The shearing rate increases in localized zones around the646

slipping planes as the intrusion depth increases. The formation of the triangular647

sliding zones close to the end points of a blade of the 4-fan anchor is impeded by648

the extra confinement exerted by the adjacent blades, which prevents the soil649

from flowing towards the free surface. Interestingly, the blade of the 1-sharp650

anchor is surrounded by two parallel triangular zones delimited by a higher shear651

strain rate. This suggests that two sliding mechanisms occur concurrently, with652

one pseudo-rigid body sliding in another. For the 4-sharp anchor (Figure 19,653

fourth row), the sliding surfaces of the two individual spike-shaped anchors654

(shown in Figure 19, third row) merge into a single failure surface. The soil655

between blades can no longer flow towards the free surface because the shearing656

surface is intercepted by the shearing surface of one of the two adjacent blades.657

Similarly, the sheared zone of the individual fan-shaped blades is disturbed by658

the presence of adjacent blades. Although the view shown in Figure 19 (fourth659

row) does not highlight failure mechanisms merging, the distribution of the shear660

strain rate suggests arching effects, i.e. the transfer of stress from a moving soil661

mass to an adjacent stationary soil mass.662
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Figure 19: Shear strain rate fields in the SPH soil domain at an intrusion depth of 2 mm, 5

mm and 10 mm for 1-fan, 4-fan, 1-sharp and 4-sharp anchor models. The plots are vertical

cross-sectional views of the numerical model. The position of the cross-cutting plane where

the velocity field is plotted is marked by a red dashed line in the sketches.
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7. Conclusions663

A robust approach to couple the FEM and SPH was implemented and ap-664

plied to simulate the intrusion of deformable compound anchors in dry slightly665

polydisperse silica sand. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that a666

granular medium is modeled by SPH in the domain of large deformations and667

FEM in the far field. In previous FEM + SPH models such as those used for668

simulating metal cutting, the FEM and SPH were not applied simultaneously to669

the same material as a single unit, and yet, the connectivity between the FEM670

and SPH domains was represented by perfect ties (i.e., shared nodes). In the671

approach proposed here, the two domains interact through reaction forces calcu-672

lated based upon a realistic soil constitutive model. The programs developed in673

this study allowed automatic pre-and post-processing and facilitated the use of674

open-source tools to visualize the computation results obtained with LS-DYNA,675

hence creating a user-friendly interface – a significant advantage over some of676

the particulate mechanics software available in the public domain.677

The simulations showed good agreement with experimental force-displacement678

curves for penetration depths of 8 mm or more (respectively, 20 mm or more)679

for spike-shaped (respectively, fan-shaped) anchors with 1 to 6 blades. Analyses680

of granular flow and volumetric deformation highlighted that when the angular681

distance between anchor components is below a certain threshold, the intrusion682

force stems from the reaction of the soil not only below the blades, but also,683

between the blades. We attribute this “anchor cooperation” to 3D arching ef-684

fects. Arching effects, i.e., the transfer or stress from a slipping soil mass to685

an adjacent stationary soil mass, did not translate into a significant gain of in-686

trusion resistance for sharp blades. For fan-shaped anchors, it was found that687

the average normal stress that acts on the anchor saturates to a plateau value688

when anchors comprise at least four blades. For both fan-shaped and sharp689

anchor blades, the horizontal granular flow was orthogonal to the contour of690

the blades for 1 and 2 components, radial (outward) for 5 and 6 components691

and followed a transition regime for 3 or 4 components, from orthoradial to692
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radially outward flow. A pseudo-rigid wedge of soil formed directly under the693

blades. The granular flow ahead of the wedge was quasi-vertical for single-blade694

anchors. The inclination angle of the granular flow below the wedge increased695

with the number of blades, to reach 40o for four fan-shaped blades and above.696

The 4-fan compound anchor was similar to a circular anchor of the same outer697

diameter both in terms of force-displacement curve and granular flow patterns.698

The multi-blade anchors distribute compressive volumetric strains, mobilize699

a larger volume of soil than their blades acting independently, and are thus sub-700

jected to a larger normal stress. Arching mechanisms develop between blades701

when they are separated by a distance that does not exceed a critical length. A702

greater number of blades reduces the angular distance between the blades and703

enables arching on a larger portion of the blade length, from the centroid of704

the compound anchor outward. We posit that arching is fully active when the705

angular distance between end points of the blades of the compound anchor is706

smaller than the critical length, in which case, the compound anchor is “satu-707

rated” and the normal stress that acts on the anchors at a given depth ceases708

to increase with the number of blades. This saturation occurs between 3 and 4709

blades for the fan-shaped anchors and likely at 6 blades for the spike-shaped an-710

chors (although at least one test with more than 6 spike-shaped anchors would711

be necessary to confirm this statement). The distribution of shear strain high-712

lights a failure mechanism reminiscent of Prandtl’s foundation sliding model for713

single-blade anchors. A rigid wedge of soil forms under the blades and acts as714

an intruder. The soil mass under it is compressed uniformly but does not act715

as a rigid body, because it is traversed by localized shear bands in line with the716

edges of the blades. This is indicative of granular flow towards the free surface,717

on the sides of the blades. That granular flow is impeded by adjacent blades,718

which results in a complex failure mechanism that combines sliding and arching.719
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